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Introduction: Arbiters and Witnesses 
of Change

Contextualizing Conversations on African Islands

Toyin Falola, R. Joseph Parrott, and 
Danielle Porter Sanchez

I.1: Africa and its islands



2 Introduction

A mílcar Cabral is the founding father of two countries: the island nation 
of Cabo Verde and the mainland state of Guinea-Bissau. As the fi rst and 
most infl uential leader of the P artido Africano da Independência da 
Guiné e Cabo Verde (African Party for the Independence of Guinea and 
Cabo Verde, or PAIGC), Cabral spent much of his life trying to achieve 
independence for two places that he considered home. While they are two 
separate countries today, the revolutionary Cabral envisioned a single post-
colonial nation that would unite the former Portuguese possessions. The 
metropole had for centuries viewed the colonies as uniquely interrelated, 
using the more assimilated and racially mixed populations of the islands 
of Cabo Verde to help administer the mainland in Guinea, where rela-
tively few Europeans had settled. Cabral was born in Portuguese Guinea 
to Cabo Verdean parents fi lling such intermediary roles, and it therefore 
seemed natural for him to envision a united struggle. Cabral fought to 
bring independence to two colonies connected—not separated—by water 
and shared history.1

Cabral’s biography is important here because his revolutionary ideol-
ogy owes much to his ambiguous relationship with his own island identity. 
Cabo Verde had not been permanently inhabited when the Portuguese 
fi rst settled the archipelago in the fi fteenth century. The culture that sur-
rounded Cabral during his formative years grew from the intermixing of 
Europeans and enslaved Africans brought from the mainland. By the time 
of Cabral’s birth, a majority of its population claimed a mixed-race heri-
tage and received privileges associated with Portuguese citizenship, though 
insuffi cient education and dire poverty on the drought-prone islands pre-
vented any claims to true equality with the metropolis. Rather, the archi-
pelago existed somewhere between Europe and Africa. By embracing 
this latter heritage, Cabral rejected Portuguese domination, claiming an 
historically informed identity that tied the islands directly to the African 
continent despite centuries acting as an intermediary. This vision of unity 
proved vital for the success of the revolution. The archipelago was too 
closely controlled by the Portuguese to launch a large-scale guerrilla move-
ment, so the PAIGC looked to Guine a-Bissau when planning its armed 
independence struggle. In 1963, the PAIGC launched a revolution on the 
mainland with an army of mostly local soldiers led disproportionately by 
Cabo Verdeans. The movement succeeded and Cabo Verde and Guinea-
Bissau gained independence in 1974, but it could never fully overcome 
the distances of geography, identity, and culture that separated Cabo Verde 
from the mainland. By 1980, internal tensions—formed, in part, along 
island-mainland antagonisms—split the PAIGC and led to the two-state 
system.
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During the revolutionary struggle, Cabral could not overcome the 
ambiguous relationship that existed not just between Cabo Verdeans and 
Bissau-Guineans, but also between islanders and African continentals more 
generally. For Cabral, the embrace of African identity meant a rejection of 
Portugal, the privileged position of his island within the empire, and the 
adoption of a wholly continental perspective that neither he nor his family 
had ever truly known. This was in many ways the origin of his famous call 
to “return to the source.”2 This source was the African heritage and culture 
that he believed served as the hidden center of Cabo Verde’s cosmopolitan 
identity, lost from view by distance, time, and the long process of transcul-
turation that resulted from the islands’ role as a point of articulation in 
Portugal’s global empire. Cabral was able to bridge this gap and lead the 
binational revolution due to his personal charisma and the sincerity with 
which he embraced a self-consciously African identity.

Yet what Cabral struggled to understand was that these differing iden-
tities and histories ran deep. The educated, globally conscious Cabo 
Verdeans who made the PAIGC an internationally recognized revolution-
ary party continued to view themselves as the natural and necessary leaders 
of both the islands and Guinea-Bissau. At the same time, some mainland 
soldiers continued to resent the predominantly island-born leadership as 
they had when earlier generations acted as Portuguese middlemen. The 
result was a tenuous unity dependent almost entirely on Cabral and the 
common struggle for liberation. His assassination in 1973—perpetrated 
by disaffected Bissau-Guinean party members who referenced the main-
land-island divide—robbed the PAIGC of the glue keeping the binational 
experiment intact.3 Unable to replicate his brother’s unifying personality, 
Luís Cabral presided over an increasingly divided transoceanic country 
before suffering a coup in 1980 that split the PAIGC and resulted in the 
formation of independent archipelago and mainland states.4 The histories 
of these once-linked nations have since diverged. Cabo Verde reinvented 
itself as one of Africa’s most stable and democratic countries with the assis-
tance of international aid and a growing tourist sector, while Guinea-Bissau 
has suffered from repeated military coups and a depressed economy.

The case of Amílcar Cabral and the Cabo Verde-Guinea-Bissau divide 
captures many of the historic themes of life on African islands. From Cabo 
Verde in the Atlantic to Zanzibar and Mauritius in the Indian Ocean, geog-
raphy and contingency made islands avenues for integrating Africa into 
wider networks of trade, migration, and empire—sometimes against the 
will of local populations. As centers for exchange and expansion, these 
islands historically occupied positions of importance far out of scale 
to their meager sizes. But so too did their inhabitants become part of a 
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series of complex regional and international relationships that have had 
lasting repercussions on island societies. Often, itinerant travelers and set-
tlers from mainland Africa, Europe, East Asia, and the Middle East fi rst 
interacted on these global nodes, which acted as liminal spaces to blur the 
borders between continents.5 As a result, these islands became uniquely 
amalgamated spaces, creating distinct cultures and social relations that 
both refl ected and continuously grappled with these intersecting forces. 
This volume seeks to explore these insular themes at a continental level, 
placing individual histories of all of Africa’s major islands—and some of its 
minor ones—into conversation with each other across regional and chron-
ological delineations.

Outposts in Ocean Worlds: The Historiography of African 
Islands

This volume pushes away from narrowly defi ned nationalist histories and 
encourages larger conversations on the transnational as unique spaces of 
analysis for understanding the history and cultures of the African conti-
nent. Though there are few studies that consider Africa’s islands in a broad 
comparative perspective, many scholars recognize the important role these 
lands have played in African and global histories. There is excellent schol-
arship on individual islands and archipelagos, including a number of works 
that expertly fi t African examples into broad transnational networks.6 Yet 
the volume of such studies remains relatively small since the national histo-
ries popular after independence, as well as the more detailed studies pro-
duced after the cultural turn, have understandably prioritized mainland 
states. The complex domestic interactions of more populous and politically 
powerful nation-states such as Nigeria or South Africa receive the lion’s 
share of scholarly attention, marginalizing less populated and geographi-
cally isolated islands to the periphery. The key port-island of Zanzibar and 
the massive Madagascar are perhaps the most prominent exceptions to this 
rule, but even here the Arab-infl uenced cosmopolitanism of the former 
and the Austronesian-derived Malagasy culture of the latter often mark 
them as exceptional cases in African history.7

In overlooking these islands, scholars have missed an opportunity. Focus-
ing narrowly on national and subnational histories has reifi ed tendencies 
in postcolonial historiography to promote African history by downplaying 
connections to wider global trends and placing African developments in 
opposition to foreign imperial projects. While regional historiographies of 
Asia and Latin America have begun systematically exploring international 
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connections, Africanist scholars are only beginning to rediscover the role 
that African peoples played in shaping and adapting wider global forces. 
The continent’s islands have the potential to be key components of such 
avenues of study. They were pivotal in forming the regional and global 
networks that linked the continent to the world before the age of steam, 
capturing an outward-looking African history that predates European 
exploration and continues to infl uence the evolution of contemporary 
societies.

The embrace of oceanic histories has led this redirection of scholarship, 
but even here a tendency to emphasize geographic distinctions obscures 
the extent to which the active participation of Africans in global systems 
of exchange produced common trends across time and space. Therefore, 
a primary goal of this volume is to understand the role islands played in 
Indian and Atlantic Ocean worlds, and to put these distinct areas of study 
into conversation with each other. Oceanic scholars have recognized the 
roles of islands as nodes in intercontinental networks, blurring the lines 
of center and periphery that long typifi ed global history.8 These growing 
fi elds have taken seriously pioneering Mediterranean scholar Fernand 
Braudel’s challenge to move away from the national histories that domi-
nate traditional historiographies and toward a scholarly center on what 
were literally seas of exchange between continents, revealing worlds pop-
ulated by actors with outsized infl uence that often operated on or from 
coastal and island nodes.9 The most prominent and well developed of 
these areas of study has focused on the Atlantic, but in the last thirty years 
an arguably more dynamic fi eld has developed around the more ancient 
Indian Ocean.10

While this volume seeks to blur the regional and chronological limita-
tions of oceanic world systems by placing Africa at their center, an over-
view of the extant historiography on the Atlantic and Indian oceans will 
contextualize the specifi c histories and terminologies of the continent’s 
islands. Beginning with the more developed Atlantic World, we see that 
Africa’s Western islands fi rst gained prominence during Europe’s Age of 
Discovery. Most West African peoples had limited their operations to the 
shorelines, primarily inhabiting islands accessible from the coast such as 
the Bijagos in modern Guinea- Bissau and Bioko in Equatorial Guinea. As 
a r esult, more distant archipelagoes provided fertile ground for European 
expansion as maritime empires searched for routes around Africa to gain 
access to Indian trade. The Canaries were among the fi rst European con-
quests in the fourteenth century—populated by people likely descended 
from North African Berbers—and provided an im portant launching 
point for continental commerce and expansion to uninhabited islands. 
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Soon, the Portuguese and Spanish began the settlement of Madeira, the 
Cabo Verde archipelago, the Azores in the mid-Atlantic, and the islands 
of the Gulf of Guinea: São Tomé and Príncipe, then Bioko and Annabón.

These bases of ope ration—usually unencumbered by hostile popula-
tions and often possessing fertile volcanic soil—provided agricultural prod-
ucts and enabled exploration further south and west across the Atlantic.11 
John Thornton, among others, argues that Europe’s use of islands proved 
especially vital for expansionist ambitions in and beyond Africa as they 
provided safe havens during early periods when Europeans struggled to 
establish preponderance on the continent’s coastline.12 Historians—most 
prominently Alfred Crosby in his seminal work on the Atlantic Exchange—
note that the introduction of cash crops such as sugar to settlements in 
Madeira, São Tomé, and elsewhere demanded  greater labor than the Ibe-
rian nations could supply, leading to the importation of mainland Africans 
and the emergence of a prototypical plantation slave agriculture that would 
reach its maturity in the New World.13 Africa’s islands served in many ways 
as the fi rst stages in the creation of an Atlantic World, proving the value of 
both colonization and staple agriculture, as well as pioneering models of 
(forced) labor and commerce that would motivate European imperialism.

Even as European attention shifted toward the newly discovered Ameri-
cas, continental islands grew in importance as nodes in the transatlantic 
trade networks of Europe’s empires. After 1492, the islands held value for 
the material they produced and as points of transition between the Old 
World and the New World. The Canaries, Azores, and Cabo Verde islands, 
along with São Tomé further south, became fi nal victualing stations as 
ships set sail across the Atlantic. Cabo Verde, the Gulf of Guinea archipel-
ago, and offshore islands along the Western coasts became way stations for 
slaves waiting to be transported to labor in American plantations. As emi-
nent historians Philip D. Morgan and Jack P. Greene have argued, Africa’s 
islands became “leading edges” of the Atlantic World and “stepping stones 
from one hemisphere to the next”:

The archipelagos of the Azores, Madeira, the Canaries, Cape Verde, and 
the islands of São Tomé, Fernando Pó, Príncipe, and Annabón in the 
Gulf of Guinea assumed special importance in the Atlantic World. These 
islands were hubs for a series of complex commercial networks; they 
were points of articulation between North and South Atlantic, North 
and South America and the Caribbean, Africa and the New World, Africa 
and Europe, and Europe and America. (Philip D. Morgan and Jack P. 
Greene , “The Present State of Atlantic History,” in Atlantic History: A Criti-
cal Appraisal, ed. Jack P. Greene and Philip D. Morgan [New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009], 12–13.)
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Africa’s islands acted as bridges to link continents through global exchange 
of goods, peoples, and ideas, giving rise to unique sets of social and eco-
nomic cultures that helped facilitate the growth of these networks. Yet 
for millions, they also acted as liminal spaces between independence and 
bondage, symbolized famously by Gorée’s House of Slaves and its “Door of 
No Return” off the Senegalese coast.

These small islands, then as now, deserve attention for the pivotal roles 
they have played in an Atlantic World. As global historian Alison Games 
argues, Atlantic history “is a way of looking at global and regional processes 
within a contained unit, although that region was not, of course, her-
metically sealed off from the rest of the world . . . the Atlantic can offer a 
useful laboratory within which to examine regional and global transforma-
tions.”14 Scholars have embraced this concept as a way of emphasizing the 
role Africans played in the development of commerce and relationships 
with Europe and the Americas, recentering the historiography away from 
imperial histories of oceanic expansion or national histories of resistance 
to one of oceanic exchange.15 Major contributions by James Sweet, Kris-
tin Mann, Robin Law, and Rebecca Shumway have revealed the ways that 
slavery, governance, and commerce all evolved within broad transnational 
contexts, while pushing new theses about the Atlantic’s relationship with 
African practices of urbanism, medicine, and intellectual history.16

As geographically bounded intersections of oceanic networks, Africa’s 
islands hold a special position in this search to identify and articulate the 
specifi c processes and legacies of interaction. They are individual experi-
ments in Games’s historical laboratory. Trends and themes, oceanic his-
torian Michael Pearson argues, “are exaggerated and magnifi ed when 
we look at them in an island context.”17 In these settings, historians can 
explore in great detail the various strands of commerce, political expan-
sion, and migrations that infl uenced Africa, and the way these processes 
changed over time. Such trends can be obscured in mainland societies, 
where exchanges operating mainly at coasts and frontiers are overwhelmed 
or subsumed within dominant national trends. On Africa’s islands, the ways 
in which African peoples built upon transnational interactions to forge 
new realities take center stage, rather than existing at the margins.

In highlighting processes of adaptation that occurred across time and 
space, this volume offers the opportunity to understand how the famed 
triangular trade that dominates Atlantic studies represented just one com-
ponent of a long history of African engagement with foreigners. This is 
apparent in the burgeoning fi eld of Indian Ocean studies, which like 
its historiographical predecessor is coming to appreciate the roles that 
islands played in facilitating patterns of economic, political, and cultural 
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exchange. Monsoon winds powered a regional cycle of migration and 
trade long before Europeans crossed the Atlantic, but serious study of this 
ancient Eastern exchange was slower to take hold in academia. Much of 
the scholarship originally pivoted around the projecting point of India and 
a perceived cultural dominance in the region.18 Such continent-centered 
scholarship continued as emphasis shifted toward Arabia and, increasingly, 
East Africa, and the littoral societies that developed on the Swahili coast 
from the interaction between a core of Bantu-speaking peoples with Arab 
and Asian traders. While studies have focused heavily on mainland centers 
of foreign trade and offshore port cities, the importance of Zanzibar, Mau-
ritius, and Madagascar is helping to push scholars toward a greater appre-
ciation of the role that islands played in this network.19

As Edward Alpers has argued in his call to move away from strictly con-
tinental perspectives, insular societies were wholly created by an extended 
Indian Ocean exchange.20 In contrast to Africa’s Atlantic islands—which 
were largely unpopulated and therefore most noteworthy for the Euro-
pean conquests that helped open the Atlantic World—those of the Indian 
Ocean were part of a longer and more complex history. As a result, they 
offer important avenues for studying shifting trade and social networks in 
the region over thousands of years. At an indeterminate point during the 
fi rst millennium CE, Austronesian sailors established permanent settle-
ments on Madagascar long after Africans had begun to establish fi shing 
camps on coastal islands such as Zanzibar. Long, thin-hulled dhows used 
monsoon winds to carry Indonesian, Indian, and (especially) Arab traders 
across the ocean, where they exchanged ivory, gold, and timber from the 
East African hinterland for cloth, glass beads, and other trade goods pro-
duced in India and the Mediterranean. A slave trade also developed along 
the coastline that Arab traders knew as the Zanj, with the Comoros archi-
pelago possibly be ing used as a depot for Africans destined for locations 
further afi eld, including Madagascar, the Arabian Peninsula, and China.

These sustained interactions between Bantu-speaking Africans and 
foreign traders laid the foundation for Swahili culture and, after roughly 
the tenth century, enabled Islam to fl ourish along the coast as well as in 
the Comoros archipelago.21 Both Arab seafarers and local Swahili estab-
lished trading centers on offshore islands that were accessible by boats, but 
offered a defense against the mainland—including Lamu and Mombasa 
in modern Kenya, Zanzibar and  Kilwa Kisiwani in Tanzania, and Mozam-
bique Isla nd—and this logic carried over to settlement in the Comoros and 
northern Madagascar. These islands became important for the diffusion 
of foreign ideas into the interior; increasing demand for ivory and gold 
encouraged local Swahili traders to press their networks further inland, 
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and Sufi  orders established headquarters in places such as Zanzibar Town 
in the sixteenth century.22 The Swahili coast, which stretched from mod-
ern Somalia south to Mozambique, became the fi rst example of a truly 
Oceanic world in Sub-Saharan Africa, nourishing an extended inter ac-
tion between African, Muslim Arab, and Indian migrants in particular.23 
As Indian Ocean studies have become increasingly decentralized, this real-
ity has motivated scholars to propose alternatives to Indian Ocean nam-
ing conventions that better capture the region’s complexity, most notably 
Michael Pearson’s argument for the “Afrasian sea.”24

Only in the sixteenth century did Europeans become active in the 
region, hundreds of years after Afro-Islamic societies established their own 
hybrid cultures. What these earliest explorers found when they rounded 
the Cape of Good Hope was a complex commercial society, with a hand-
ful of urban centers in major trading ports such as Mombasa. Yet this did 
not stop them from asserting themselves, adding yet more layers to the 
socioeconomic tapestry that found its clearest manifestations on a series of 
islands. As in the Atlantic, the Portuguese forcibly occupied mostly island 
ports such as Mozambique Island, Mombasa, and Zanzibar in order to ben-
efi t from trade with the interior, but faced opposition in the latter loca-
tions from Arab sultans, particularly the Omani, who took both Mombasa 
and Zanzibar in 1698. Other European powers focused on India and mini-
mized confl icts with local peoples by establishing victualing stations on the 
uninhabited Seychelles and Mascarenes between the sixteenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, with the Dutch, French, and British all competing for 
these strategic outposts. The importation of labor to work the agricultural 
land on these victualing stations—fi rst in the form of primarily African 
slaves, later indentured Indians—helped create Creole societies around 
European foundations similar to those in the Atlantic World, though dis-
tinct in their integration of strong Arabic and Asian infl uences. The cos-
mopolitanism of this region and its legacies for contemporary nations have 
become central themes for Indian Ocean historians.25

The longer history of the Indian Ocean World and the greater com-
plexity of both its cultural and economic evolution have marked it as 
distinct from the Atlantic World, which developed after the fi fteenth cen-
tury, but these facts should only reinforce the value of approaching these 
islands as laboratories. While part of the same Indian Ocean World and at 
the center of similar patterns of migration, the positioning of these archi-
pelagoes in relation to the monsoon cycle, as well as the timing and char-
acter of migrations, has done much to defi ne starkly different identities 
for islands such as the Islamic-dominated Comoros and more culturally 
European Mascarenes, which otherwise share similar characteristics. They 
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capture shifts in the dominant cultures, trading systems, ideas of political 
control, and transportation that operated in the region. These islands—as 
in the Atlantic—were spaces for imperial barter with Africa. They played 
important roles facilitating great power interaction with the continent, 
creating composite societies that continue to adapt to changing condi-
tions and global networks.

Patterns of Islandness Across Oceanic Divides

The rise of Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean historiography has greatly 
enriched African studies and justifi ed attention to the continent’s small 
islands, but it too has its limitations. With the exceptions again of the 
well-studied Zanzibar and Madagascar, the oceanic approach can reduce 
islands to mere nodes of larger Atlantic and Indian worlds, bounding these 
histories both geographically and temporally in ways that fail to capture 
their vitality and the commonalities of their experience. The result is a 
sometimes one-dimensional portrayal of islands that emphasizes individual 
aspects of their history, such as commodities trading or plantation agricul-
ture, as mere illustrations of wider phenomenon. Underappreciated is the 
way individual islands reacted to external impositions, and how these sus-
tained interactions across time and place illustrate Africa’s fl uid position in 
global networks.

Such utilitarian approaches to islands also tend to minimize the impor-
tant effects that changing forms of transportation, agriculture, and gover-
nance had on islands themselves. Once excluded from the prime pathways 
of oceanic exchange—noteworthy in both the Atlantic Ocean and Indian 
Ocean with the opening of the Suez Canal, the coming of steam-powered 
sailing, and later the development of air travel—islands stagnate in terms 
of their global historiography. Historians have been too quick to accept 
such pithy chronologies as J. R. McNeill’s contention that “The Portuguese 
caravel opened the Atlantic World, and the railroad closed it,” failing to 
pay serious attention to most of Africa’s islands after their periods of prime 
importance passed.26 Far from stagnating as once prominent avenues 
of exchange withered, Africa’s islands and their societies continued to 
adapt and innovate. These responses often refl ected and depended upon 
broader continental trends, but they also pioneered paths of their own.

At the same time, placing islands into neatly defi ned ocean worlds has 
limited the understanding of them as distinct spaces in the African context, 
overlooking what their comparative histories might reveal about ocean-
centered processes in relation to broader continental histories. Linking 
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the experience of Africa’s islands can help reveal two key insights. First, 
ocean winds and currents defi ned specifi c cultural and commercial worlds, 
but borders between these worlds were fl uid. Indian Ocean historians have 
noted that American bullion was critical to European entrance into the 
spice trade, and Nigel Worden has explored the ways in which Cape Town 
acted as a hinge point between oceans.27 As similar maritime centers and 
victualing stations, Africa’s islands became, in the words of historian Reed 
Ueda, “interoceanic crossroads” where worlds often overlapped and ave-
nues opened for African and foreign agents alike.28 This is especially true 
in the case of Africa, where the continent’s integration into the Atlantic 
World was itself a product of the European ambitions to access the Far East 
trade, and which stood at the center of a truly global system of enslavement 
and migration.

Second, linking the histories of Africa’s islands can reveal broader 
trends in African history. The laboratory quality of insular settings helps 
distill how processes of empire, enslavement, migration, and integration 
transformed the cultures, economies, and politics of the continent from 
precolonial times to the present. The patterns through which trade acted 
as a centripetal force pulling disparate peoples together becomes more 
apparent, as does the tendency for these islands to encourage the penetra-
tion and, at times, colonization of mainland areas. Islands also prominently 
capture in a condensed setting the complex social and cultural exchanges 
that have occurred as local African peoples have expanded and made con-
tact with subsequent waves of foreigners, producing a cultural and social 
layering that has taken different forms based most clearly on those con-
tacted, the timing of this interaction, and the transformation of ideological 
and political systems. And while these factors differed between the Atlantic 
and Indian oceans, they nonetheless produced some surprisingly similar 
products, especially when historical relationships with the mainland are 
taken into account.

This volume explores these commonalities by putting scholarship cen-
tered in these two oceanic worlds into communication with each other. 
Borrowing from the emerging fi eld of nissology—or the study of the his-
tory and sociology of islands as spaces with shared characteristics—we 
propose a few theoretical concepts that help illuminate these overlapping 
histories and their larger meaning for African studies. Though the nascent 
fi eld continues to debate the full meaning of islandness, there is agree-
ment that it applies most clearly to small landmasses that are isolated and 
bounded by water. Their small size generally limits their resources, making 
them dependent on the sea and often stronger powers, creating tenden-
cies toward migration and the cultural mixing that accompanies conquests 
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and constant fl ows of people.29 Oceanic littorals endow islands with dis-
tinct and immediately understandable borders, while making them vulner-
able to penetration, effectively making each island a potential “frontier 
zone” defi ned, according to J. C. Heesterman, by their permeability.30 The 
result, as anthropologist William Bissell notes in this volume, is that shores, 
and in particular island shores, have “long served as a shifting space for 
cultural exchanges and encounters that could not occur in the more set-
tled spheres of terra fi rma.”31

While such instability and porousness might make islands seem less than 
desirable possessions, the history of Africa’s islands show that from small 
traders to great powers, these landmasses have consistently proved invalu-
able. The compact size, relative isolation, and historically small or absent 
populations have often allowed more powerful newcomers to reshape the 
islands to fi t their specifi c needs, even as most extant cultures proved sur-
prisingly resilient in their ability to absorb and adapt to new infl uences. 
As Rod Edmond and Vanessa Smith have argued, “Boundedness makes 
islands graspable, able to be held in the mind’s eye and imagined as places 
of possibility and promise.”32 It is exactly this faith in the ability of islands 
to be reshaped and reordered that has encouraged foreigners to use them 
to establish footholds in alien and enigmatic lands. In these interactions, 
scholars can follow the construction and replication of spaces, peoples, and 
practices that historian-anthropologist Greg Denning has characterized 
as “in-between” worlds, capturing the role of islands as not just political 
or economic intermediaries, but also sociocultural ones as well.33 Impor-
tantly, it was through these islands’ networks and interoceanic exchange 
that new ideas of imperial governance, economic organization, and cul-
ture traveled from one region to another, helping to reshape African his-
tory in the process.

Themes in the History of Africa’s Islands

The chapters presented here contend that despite individual oceanic his-
tories, Africa’s islands share common characteristics.34 Yet in identifying 
these commonalities, it is worth keeping in mind that oceanic histories 
infl uenced by geographic position and contingency mark categories of 
islands as distinct. In this volume, Edward Alpers argues for experiences 
specifi c to offshore, foreland, and “distant-water” categories in under-
standing the Indian Ocean, the fi rst two of which are defi ned by stron-
ger identifi cation with Africa.35 Offshore islands such as Mombasa and 
Zanzibar, easily accessible from the continent, provided a setting where 
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Africans mixed with foreign seafarers to create cultures and institutions 
closely linked to the continent, though heavily infl uenced by such outside 
forces as Islam. Foreland islands refer to those such as the Comoros, Mada-
gascar, Mauritius, and the Seychelles, which refl ect linguistic and cultural 
traditions related to but identifi ably distinct from the Swahili coast. While 
we can usefully extend Alper’s approach to the Atlantic—Bioko and the 
Bijagos being offshore islands, Cabo Verde a foreland, and t he Caribbean 
islands fulfi lling the distant water variety—an additional factor will aid in 
comparing Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean experiences.

In adopting a continental approach to Africa’s islands, a further dis-
tinction is apparent in processes of creolization. By this we do not mean 
an Indian Ocean versus Atlantic Ocean paradigm, but rather a juxtaposi-
tion between the extended interactions that informed the Swahili coast, 
complex social relationships of Madagascar, and the more historically 
recent plantation islands such as São Tomé or Mauritius.36 When Euro-
peans entered the Indian Ocean, they found dynamic hybrid cultures in 
Zanzibar, the Comoros, and Madagascar born of the fl uid economic and 
political relationships carried by the monsoon winds. The cosmopolitan 
identities of these islands had formed over hundreds, even thousands of 
years by a mixture of wayward seamen, merchants, religious leaders, and 
empire-builders. Europeans contributed new elements to this ongoing 
process of exchange and creolization via imposed trade structures and 
imported labor, but historic traditions proved resilient in the face of these 
new forms of direct control, economic organization, and social engineer-
ing. Europeans were just a few of the many infl uences that mixed together 
to shape these societies, and were relative latecomers at that.

The experiences of these established cultures contrast with processes 
of creolization that occurred on the mostly uninhabited plantation islands 
whose modern histories began at the intersection of European coloniza-
tion, slavery, and forced resettlement.37 In such places as Cabo Verde, São 
Tomé, Príncipe, Mauritius, and the Seychelles, the importation at their 
founding of slaves and forced laborers—both from Africa and elsewhere—
led to the purposeful creation of Euro-African societies to further the 
exploitation and conquest of the continent. Carefully defi ned power rela-
tionships shaped these island societies with the specifi c goal of enriching 
metropolitan empires. Individual identities took shape in relation to cen-
ters of power and culture on these island chains, which were themselves 
deeply infl uenced by their structural proximity to the metropolis and mari-
time lifelines. In comparing Zanzibar with Mauritius, or Guinea-Bissau’s 
Canhabac Island with those of Cabo Verde, differences depend not only 
on geographic proximity to Africa, but the reality that foreign—specifi cally 
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European—control of the sociopolitical structures in which creolization 
occurred in the formerly uninhabited islands was more constant, lengthy, 
direct, organized, and globally integrated.

Importantly, the preponderance of power wielded by any one group 
or actor does not necessarily imply a uniform Creole identity across archi-
pelagos or even within islands. As in the mainland, identities formed in 
relation to centers of local power and the extent to which they effectively 
adapted or promoted foreign infl uences. The chapters in this volume show 
that various factors guided—and continue to guide—the heterogeneous 
formation of Creole societies, including class, ethnicity, gender, geography, 
and many other contingent decisions. In Cabo Verde, for instance, people 
in the interior of Santiago have created a Creole cultural character more 
closely tied to African traditions than that long practiced by elite citizens 
of the capital of Praia, while the small island of Brava boasts extensive ties 
to the United States due to migration begun after decades of American 
whaling. Keeping such complexity in mind, there is little doubt that deci-
sions and relationships on such plantation islands operated within the lim-
its set by European powers who largely managed, if never fully controlled, 
the genesis of these island populations. These histories contrast with those 
of Zanzibar and Madagascar, where chronologies of colonization and pro-
cesses of exchange were more comparable to the continent, though adap-
tation sometimes occurred more rapidly than on the mainland due to 
historic cosmopolitanism and their unique roles as depots of international 
economic exchange.

With these caveats about geography and historical circumstances in 
mind, the comparison between islands is nonetheless quite fruitful. Each 
of the authors in this volume presents a specifi c examination of an island 
or islands. They generally consider the complex internal and transnational 
dynamics that saw indigenous peoples resist and adapt to outside forces at 
the expense of deeper explorations of the commonalities that link each of 
these landmasses together. Therefore, this section of the introduction will 
attempt to highlight the linkages present and implied in these individual 
chapters and the wider literature, identifying some broad themes and the 
historical context that link the experiences of these islands.

Bases for Intervention and Expansion

Africa’s islands have historically operated as bases for penetration of the 
continent. They offered readily available outposts for foreign traders 
and their local collaborators that were both easily accessible by sea and 
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relatively defensible from the mainland. This allowed them to act as both 
administrative centers and entrepôts, where goods could be assembled 
and protected while waiting for shipment a broad or into the interior. In 
the Indian Ocean, this process operated more indirectly before the com-
ing of Europeans. Regional centers such as Mombasa and, later, Zanzibar 
prospered by creating conditions conducive for attracting traders, which 
promoted the expansion of commercial networks deeper into the hin-
terland as demand for gold and ivory grew. The precolonial slave trade 
operated similarly, creating networks whereby people from the interior 
were exported via coastal settlements to Madagascar, the Comoros, Ara-
bia, and locations more distant. Islam and goods from the Indian Ocean 
trade accompanied these caravans. For much of this pre-European period, 
the primarily Arab traders operated almost exclusively at the margins—on 
islands and littoral settlements—with acculturated Swahili middlemen con-
trolling access to the African hinterland.

In the Atlantic, too, islands offered possibilities for entrance into the 
continent, but Europeans brought with them new ideas of governance and 
control of sea-lanes that slowly made their way into the Indian Ocean. Ger-
mán Santana Pérez notes in this volume that the Canaries operated ini-
tially as a base for Spanish ambitions in Morocco, though they later became 
more important for providing a launching port for exploration and coloni-
zation of the Western Hemisphere, as did Portugal’s Atlantic islands. They 
also served as important waypoints on the way to India and the Far East. 
Yet Africa’s islands quickly found similar uses to their better-established 
Indian counterparts, opening avenues for metropolitan expansion into 
Sub-Saharan Africa, even when imperial priorities sometimes dissuaded 
such behavior. Islands thus facilitated the commercial penetration of the 
African continent by providing safe harbors for foreigners, which traders 
and empires alike reshaped to meet their needs.

The Portuguese islands provide an example. Cabo Verde served as an 
administrative and ecclesiastical center safe from potentially hostile Afri-
cans that could deploy supplies and reinforcements to the small, widely 
scattered Portuguese trading posts stretched along the 2,000 miles of 
the Guinean coast. Gradually, both whites and Creole Cabo Verdeans 
became prominent among the intermediaries who facilitated European 
trade in continental Africa, adopting positions akin to the Swahili in the 
east. The islands also produced the textiles that dressed the upper class of 
Guinea and became a focus for the collection and distribution of goods 
that kept the hinterland open to Portuguese commerce, even as locals 
sometimes skirted metropolitan monopolies on such exchange. Creoles 
in São Tomé opened some of the fi rst commercial contacts with Angolan 
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chiefs to acquire slaves in exchange for European goods, despite Lisbon’s 
restrictions.

These exchanges—and inter-European competition—were promoted 
and protected by the might of Europe’s naval arms, which introduced a 
maritime militarism largely unknown to Sub-Saharan Africa. Control of 
these islands meant control of trade routes, fueling competition from and 
invasions by European powers. Europeans gradually exported this ideology 
of oceanic sovereignty into the Indian Ocean, beginning again with islands. 
The Portuguese unsuccessfully (and somewhat inconsistently) tried to use 
early possession of Mozambique and Mombasa to forcibly direct regional 
trade through their ports, abandoning such strategies when local agents 
found that competing within the traditional monsoon trade proved more 
profi table. Yet Europeans remained committed to establishing clear, pro-
prietary economic routes and blocks, which would eventually fuel coloni-
zation as ambitions to control trade expanded to include production as 
well. In the Indian Ocean, Mauritius and Réunion helped European states 
project their naval power in the region, with the former bein g a key com-
ponent in Britain’s naval dominance of the region into the twentieth cen-
tury. The islands thus became centers for the application and enforcement 
of new rules of commerce, even as they continued to accommodate older 
economic patterns.

This island role of intermediary in the exploitation and integration of 
the African continent within shifting economic networks is perhaps most 
apparent in the slave trade beginning with the Swahili coast and extend-
ing to the modern transatlantic trade. Indian Ocean islands, including 
Zanzibar and possibly the Comoros, had long been way stations for the 
inland trade, operating as points of embarkation for Arabia, India, and 
even China. Europeans discovered a similar value in their Atlantic posses-
sions, fi rst in the reexport to the New World of slaves seasoned on Afri-
can island plantations, and later as entrepôts where traders could acquire 
their human merchandise. Deep-water islands such as Cabo Verde and São 
Tomé became preferred ports because their established colonial adminis-
trations, milder oceanic climates, and lack of disease were more welcoming 
to slavers willing to pay extra to avoid the hostile and unhealthy mainland 
and foreland areas. Between 1809 and 1815 alone more than 33,000 slaves 
were shipped to São Tomé, most bound for destinations such as Brazil and 
Cuba.38 Islands thus acted as important components in the process of slave 
export, helping to acclimatize, subjugate, catalog, and sell enslaved Afri-
cans destined for distant destinations.

As these islands prospered, they became models of a new kind of expan-
sion. They legitimized the concept of extra-European political enlargement 
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and became centers through which European governments could manage 
trade, promote religious conversions, and ultimately extend their direct 
sovereignty over nearby regions. This emphasis on centralized political 
control differentiated these modern empires from earlier Arabic and Asian 
infl uences on East African culture and commerce. This began among Ibe-
ria’s Atlantic islands, where the occupation and transformation of Madeira 
and the Canaries into plantation agricultures under direct European man-
agement established a prototype, which was replicated fi rst in Portugal’s 
African possessions, then in the Americas, and later in the Franco-British 
islands of the Indian Ocean. The application of this successful model of 
political and economic governance to the mainland would increasingly 
become a goal of most European empires, though one that proceeded 
slowly. Europeans faced strong opposition from mainland Africans and 
established island populations in Madagascar and the Bijagos, and for cen-
turies settlement in the New World proved more attractive. Nonetheless, 
as historian T. Bentley Duncan argues regarding Madeira and Cabo Verde, 
it was on islands that “the Portuguese developed colonial structures—with 
economic, social, political and ecclesiastical features—that were applied 
on a much wider basis in Brazil, Angola, Mozambique, and elsewhere.”39

As Europeans shifted their goals in Africa from establishing commer-
cial arrangements to modern imperial domination, the plantation islands 
continued to operate as facilitators—and even advocates—of empire on 
both sides of the continent. The highly Europeanized Creole populations 
that emerged in the wealthiest islands of the Mascarenes became especially 
vocal in support of expansion. Mauritius helped settle and administer the 
Seychelles and provided expertise to develop sugar cultivation in South 
African Natal, helping to push the European plantation system inland. 
Creole elites in neighboring Réunion had long urged France to colonize 
nearby islands in order to open up new economic opportunities in the 
region, establishing early and infl uential settlements in Mayotte after 1841 
and in Madagascar after a fourth military expedition fi nally led to its annex-
ation in 1896. In the Atlantic, Cabo Verde, São Tomé, and Spanish Bioko 
all served as bases for Portugal and Spain to press into the African inte-
rior, then later as colonial administrative centers. Cabo Verde, of course, 
became noteworthy for providing middle administrators for Portuguese 
colonialism, with a large number of islanders working in Guinea-Bissau.

The small populations, sympathetic leadership, and clear borders 
of the foreland plantation islands provided Europeans with a sense of 
security. This was rare in settled mainland areas, where indigenous king-
doms resisted annexation, revolts were common into the twentieth cen-
tury, and interventions by Arab and Malagasy polities repelled European 
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impositions on the Swahili coast. The trend of plantation island refuges 
would largely continue through the period of decolonization, when 
empires found their authority challenged across the continent. European 
control of the islands and their relatively privileged places in the colonial 
system constrained nationalist agitation, as did heavy economic depen-
dence on metropolitan patronage. These realities forced some nation-
alist parties to operate in exile, as Cabral’s example and the Tanzanian 
founding of the Mouvement de la Libération Nationale des Comores 
(National Liberation Movement of the Comoros) illustrate. It was in part 
for these reasons that Africa’s islands—with the exception of Madagascar 
and Zanzibar, which more closely followed mainland time lines—expe-
rienced some of the latest dates for formal independence, and account 
for the only remaining European outposts south of the Sahara: Mayotte, 
Réunion, and the Chagos archipelago. As a result, islands continued to 
project foreign power into recent times. As late  as the 1960s, colonial São 
Tomé became a base for foreign intervention in Nigeria’s Biafran War, 
and the British forcibly depopulated the Chagos islands over local pro-
tests in order to facilitate the establishment of an American military base 
on Diego Garcia.

Plantation Agriculture and the Reinvention of Island Economies

Africa’s islands sh ared the experience of plantation agriculture with other 
areas of the continent, but this activity operated for a more extended 
period than on the mainland and witnessed numerous shifts in production 
as the islands adjusted to meet the demands of global markets. Indeed, the 
plantation system had its origins in islands and proved replicable as new 
territories came under European domination. Sugar was the fi rst major 
product, helping colonizers to wring a profi t from island possessions they 
occupied primarily as nautical waypoints. On Madeira, the Portuguese out-
lined what would become an exportable system: large plantations raised a 
labor-intensive cash crop worked by slaves imported from the African con-
tinent. The embrace of a fashionable monoculture reduced self-suffi ciency 
on many islands, but it also led to short-term riches through exports, both 
of which were encouraged and made sustainable by the islands’ positions 
as nodes of commerce. This model spread quickly throughout the island 
possessions of the Iberian world, with São Tomé becoming the world’s larg-
est producer of sugar by the sixteenth century.

This plantation system and the technology it used would become 
the foundations for the even more successful operations begun in the 
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Caribbean and Brazil. Sugar production, as well as that of coffee and other 
products that Europeans would soon introduce, benefi ted greatly from 
characteristics shared by many of Africa’s islands. Settlers found virgin agri-
cultural land and climates suitable for the crop, and an export-focused eco-
nomic infrastructure was developed to service ports. Africa’s islands also 
featured a readily available source of cheap labor in the form of continen-
tal slaves. Combined with the political stability that generally accompanied 
tight European control of clearly defi ned island borders, here was a clear 
economic formula. But islands were soon to fi nd that mainland areas in the 
Americas and, later, Africa shared many if not all of these characteristics, 
and made up for shortcomings in security or location with the ability to 
expand production freely while being more self-suffi cient due to a greater 
variety of resources. By 1600, for example, many of São Tomé’s successful 
planters had left for Brazil in search of the greater profi ts possible in the 
New World. As much as islands offered opportunities to test and innovate 
systems of empire, most occupied precarious positions in this increasingly 
global system of trade and migration.

The evolution of this plantation model in the Indian Ocean reveals the 
extent to which the Eurocentric imperial economic system gradually inte-
grated much of Africa, passing through island territories that so often rep-
resented the fi rst sites of European control and transformation. As in the 
Atlantic, the future plantation isles were initially most important for their 
strategic value, offering fi rst Dutch and then French navies the opportunity 
to press claims in Asia while harassing competitors, most notably the Brit-
ish. In these early decades, the islands were primarily places of resupply, 
valuable for water, foodstuffs (including turtle and the ill-fated dodo), and 
forests for shipbuilding. Yet as British domination of the region replaced 
great power competition, profi t motives encouraged the embrace of staple 
monocultures alongside ongoing maritime activities in an attempt to repli-
cate, and even replace, the wealthy Caribbean. In the early nineteenth cen-
tury, the British allowed sugar production in Mauritius despite West Indian 
objections. France encouraged Réunion to shift from coffee production 
to sugar, hoping to replace the production lost from the Caribbean after 
the successful slave rebellion in Haiti (though Parisian authorities legis-
lated the island simultaneously to maintain its ability to resupply ships). 
Even the small Seychelles found success growing cotton for a short period. 
The journey of the plantation labor model from Africa’s Atlantic coast to 
the New World and back again to the Indian Ocean reveals the expanding 
global logic of empire, and how models of African labor exploitation came 
full circle as Africa was incorporated into an international system of pro-
duction and trade.
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Plantation agriculture also became prominent in Indian Ocean areas 
that remained independent of European rule into the nineteenth century, 
with islands once more playing a key role in the continental adoption of 
European economic models. The rise of Zanzibar’s clove economy offers 
an example. While the origins of the plant’s introduction remain open for 
debate, it likely came via the Mascarenes, testifying to the role these islands 
had in promoting the diffusion of European ideas. Prominent Omani mer-
chants who governed Zanzibar at the time sought to replicate the success 
of the well-known sugar islands, using slaves who were more diffi cult to 
export as the British attempted to suppress the trade in the fi rst half of the 
nineteenth century. The resulting clove mania greatly enriched Zanzibari 
elites and led to new plantings in the neighboring island of Pemba, but 
the market collapsed within a few decades. That Arab and other regional 
rulers adopted the plantation system not because of European imperial-
ism but in order to compete with it demonstrates the power of the planta-
tion system, as well as Europe’s successful integration of the Indian Ocean 
World into a global economy.

Yet as these illustrations show, the dependence of islands on global mar-
ket trends has created a tendency toward boom, bust, and reinvention. 
This predated the rise of plantation agriculture since oceanic trading out-
posts have, according to K. N. Chaudhuri, “prospered and declined in a 
pendulum motion of long-term cycles.”40 But the plantation agriculture 
reifi ed this trend by discouraging self-suffi ciency, making diversifi cation yet 
more diffi cult, and inspiring local elites and imperial agents to envision 
the wholesale economic reorientation of islands as inherently possible. 
This approach has produced great wealth for landowners when islands 
have successfully anticipated or created global trends, but it has largely 
ignored the needs of local peoples and puts these same places at a disad-
vantage when patterns of travel shift or larger states begin to compete. Ger-
hard Seibert’s chapter on São Tomé and Príncipe provides one example, 
tracking the islands’ repeated reinvention of their economy around sugar, 
coffee, co coa, and, fi nally, an oil boom that has never arrived. Islands like 
these have been, in Braudel’s pithy phrasing, caught between the “poles of 
archaism and innovation,” constantly reinventing themselves in order to 
prosper in changing continental and global contexts.41

As islands have once more sought to reinvent themselves in the con-
temporary age of long-distance shipping and mass agriculture, many have 
found a solution in tourism. As ports declined, the opening of new interna-
tional airports allowed countries to attract foreigners, using the same pleas-
ant climate and natural fecundity that once drove plantation agriculture 
for new ends. Over the past twenty years, tourism has become a prominent 
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part of the economy in the Canaries, Mauritius, the Seychelles, Réunion, 
and Zanzibar, and it is growing steadily in value for Cabo Verde and Mada-
gascar. This industry has adapted or reinvented much of the traditional 
work that went into servicing maritime travelers but, now with a greater 
emphasis on luxuries, benefi ting from cosmopolitan traditions long cen-
tral to island identities. Yet so too has this shift toward tourism reifi ed 
past inequalities. Though Mauritius, the Seychelles, and Cabo Verde rank 
highly in terms of both human development and gross domestic product 
per capita in Africa, these benefi ts have not been distributed evenly. Rein-
vention has not overcome traditional social, economic, or geographic divi-
sions, merely reorienting the benefi ts bestowed by international exchange 
and travel to a new set of actors.

Acculturation and Creolization

Given the place of Africa’s islands as waypoints and end points in an 
increasingly globalized political economy, it is not surprising that they 
stand out most clearly from their continental neighbors in the unique 
social dynamics of their societies. From their earliest points, both planta-
tion and the older island cultures of the Indian Ocean saw a diverse array 
of settlers due to their positions as oceanic crossroads, leading to polyglot 
demography that encouraged Creole societies. The Swahili coast provides 
an early and informative example. The monsoon trade linked African and 
Asian peoples into a regional network, creating conditions where cultural 
and linguistic elements interacted. As Islam spread through the Arabian 
Peninsula, it traveled with the ubiquitous Arab traders to Africa, where it 
gradually became essential to the emergence of a unique Swahili identity 
on the edges of the continent. While the process of conversion remains 
debated, adoption likely occurred in order to cement African links with 
these predominantly Muslim traders, providing a set of transnational 
incentives that encouraged assimilation and adaptation. Importantly, this 
form of coastal Islam—grafted as it was onto an already heterogeneous 
network of trade—proved tolerant of diverse traditions, allowing the Swa-
hili culture to incorporate elements that not only distinguished it from 
nearby Africans but also from Arab or South Asian coreligionists. The 
result was the creation of “in-between” identities that were identifi ably 
African but nonetheless lo oked outward from the coasts. As Ross Dunn 
has argued, “in the Indian Ocean lands where Islam was a minority faith, 
all Muslims shared acutely this feeling of participation. Simply to be a 
Muslim in East Africa . . . was to have a cosmopolitan frame of mind.”42
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These interconnected ideas of international exchange and cosmopoli-
tanism are central to understanding the unique characteristics of most 
African islands. Swahili ports such as Kilwa, Mombasa, Zanzibar, and later 
the Comoros operated at the center of this maritime network, meaning 
new cultural and economic inputs continued to shape this sense of open-
ness. These cosmopolitan centers generally lacked the suspicions and won-
derment that could greet outsiders in interior societies, allowing islanders 
to adopt and adapt more readily practices that benefi ted their societies. 
This ranged from the plantation agriculture described above to language, 
clothing, and styles of governance. Importantly, islanders felt motivated to 
adopt foreign characteristics because they simultaneously operated within 
regional and global spheres, as Jeremy Prestholdt argues in chapter 10. 
In essence, they measured themselves both by African and broader stan-
dards of wealth, privilege, and power. The creation of dominant cultures 
as a result of this diversity of inputs and as a way to manage participation 
in this interconnected world marked Africa’s islands as distinctive in the 
larger continental experience.

Given the debate that continues to surround the origins of Swahili cul-
ture, the plantation islands provide an even clearer historical narrative of 
cosmopolitanism, capturing Alison Games’s idea of the oceanic laboratory. 
From their origins in the Atlantic to their later settlement in the Indian, 
these islands featured the demographic hallmarks of the plantation system: 
a small group of European settlers imported an increasing number of mostly 
African slaves (and later indentured or impressed labor from India or nearby 
colonies in Africa) to raise crops and service ships. By the time Europeans 
began to populate the uninhabited islands of the Indian Ocean, this model 
was clear. The fi rst settlers of the Seychelles, for example, included fi fteen 
whites, eight slaves, fi ve South Asians, and an African woman drawn from 
the plantations of Mauritius and Réunion.43 Whites on these islands did not 
dominate by demographics, but rather through the political and economic 
institutions that controlled migration, labor, and international exchange. In 
São Tomé, for example, the white population never numbered more than 
a few hundred for much of the island’s history, only breaking 1,000 during 
the coffee boom of the late nineteenth century, when the number of new 
laborers drawn mostly from Angola was more than ten times as much.44

The plantation islands thus evolved in a way not wholly unique to Africa, 
where a dominant African culture existed alongside a minority European 
population that controlled much of the offi cial institutions. The need to 
communicate across these boundaries gave rise to a linguistic and cul-
tural synchronicity, whereby local Creole languages and cultures displayed 
strong European foundations but with varying degrees of infl uences from 
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African, Asian, and even American sources. Since few European settlers 
to the islands brought families—and many settlements featured exiled 
convicts and itinerant seamen—sexual relations across racial and ethnic 
boundaries were common on all but a few islands, which further opened 
the door for cultural exchange. As a result, Africa’s plantation islands came 
to resemble Caribbean societies, featuring large mixed-race populations 
speaking a Creole patois borrowed from the language of the metropolis, 
and practicing a culture that linked European aspirations with African 
custom.

Yet in contrast to the Caribbean, Africa’s islands were unique in that 
the primary purpose of all but a few remained in the maritime realm 
well into the twentieth century, even on successful plantation islands like 
Mauritius and Réunion. Sailors from across the globe regularly passed 
through the victualing and later coaling stations established in the widely 
scattered archipelagoes, settling or leaving traces of their cultures, for-
eign goods, and—not uncommonly—children.45 Locales at the center of 
global trade like Zanzibar featured “all the known races of the world,” as 
Bissell quotes an Anglican missionary in this volume, with smaller ports 
hosting populations bounded in their diversity by the specifi c routes that 
passed through them.46 Locals fl eeing poverty or seeking opportunity 
beyond the limited confi nes of the island often sailed with visiting ships 
as hired hands, only to return home later or send back remittances and 
letters. Such interconnections gave many islands an outward-looking, cos-
mopolitan identity that proved receptive and adaptive in the face of new 
socioeconomic exigencies. Cabo Verde, for example, established an espe-
cially infl uential diaspora in New England, which has continued to shape 
the language and culture of their home islands, as shown in this volume 
by Carla Martin.

This more fl uid maritime identity combined with innovative attempts 
to replace slave labor with indenture from other parts of the various 
empires to reveal the complexity of island identities. São Tomé continued 
to import Angolan labor after slavery was offi cially abandoned and used 
short indentures to lure Cabo Verdeans fl eeing famines, while Richard 
Allen notes in this volume that British Mauritius imported over 450,000 
laborers primarily from India, but also from China, Madagascar, Southeast 
Asia, and Yemen.47 The infl ux of indentured laborers added a further level 
of complexity to many islands, especially on Mauritius, where Hindu has 
become the dominant religion—the only such country in Africa. Gener-
ally, though, these new arrivals adopted the language and practices of the 
existing community, at least in the public sphere, most clearly evidenced in 
the continued usage of historically infl ected Creoles as the lingua francas 
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of most islands. This process helps explain the situation in Mauritius, for 
example, where many in the Hindu-majori ty former British colony rely on 
a French-based Creole for regular communication. Well before most Euro-
pean empires began to divide the continent in the late nineteenth century, 
Creole societies had begun to take shape on the continent’s islands from 
the intersection of diverse cultural traditions, which incorporated addi-
tional elements as sociopolitical developments demanded.

Importantly given this continuous infl ux of peoples, it appears that this 
process of acculturation on Africa’s islands may follow a surprisingly com-
mon pattern. Early mass settlements created foundational cultures that 
modifi ed the linguistic, political, and cultural aspects of subsequent waves 
of immigrants. The examples above—and in this volume—draw heavily 
from the plantation isles, whose more recent origins allow a greater sense 
of specifi city for these historic interactions. But this process of adaptation 
rather than adoption has parallels with the Swahili coast and, notably, in 
the somewhat exceptional Malagasy example. In Madagascar, the interac-
tion of early Austronesian immigrants with Africans and Muslims gradu-
ally defi ned social hierarchies related to slavery, geography, dialect, and 
political alliances. But even here, as Solofo Randrianja and Stephen Ellis 
lyrically note, “The initial patterns of Madagascar’s cultures have been 
robust enough to become a fugue, a musical form in which distinct lines 
combine to form a harmonious whole.”48 Austronesian characteristics 
remain at the core of the mutually intelligible Malagasy dialects, rever-
ence for ancestors, and Hindu-derived ideas of status or value, despite 
centuries of interaction with outsiders that added vocabulary, religious 
beliefs, and economic structures. While the specifi c methods through 
which extant cultures absorbed new infl uences remain topics of debate, 
it might owe a debt to patterns of cultural interaction promoted by mari-
time societies. Predominantly male newcomers must adapt to local tradi-
tions, not only to function within the established economic system but 
to fi nd partners among island women. This constant layering of diverse 
cultures has contributed to the creation of uniquely complex island iden-
tities linked to economic, cultural, and social dynamics.

African Island Identity in Continental Context

These maritime and Creole identities have meant that islanders often 
have a complicated relationship with Africa, especially beyond the imme-
diate offshore areas. The mediating positions these more distant islands 
occupied both culturally and commercially have historically allowed their 
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citizens to at least imagine themselves as both part of Africa and some-
where else entirely. How this has affected specifi c cultural articulations of 
identity has varied across place and time, from the Malagasy’s mythic ori-
gins on their island to Cabo Verdean claims to a strictly Portuguese iden-
tity. What is common is that a fl uidity born of their complex cosmopolitan 
cultures has allowed islanders to adjust their self-identifi cations to pursue 
goals by staking claim to various spaces in the global social order.

The fl uidity of these island identities can be traced back largely to the 
processes of ethnic interaction and acculturation described above. Though 
there were exceptions, the centrality of racial and ethnic identity on many 
of Africa’s islands became less important, particularly after slavery was 
abolished. As the decades progressed and the number of self-consciously 
foreign settlers remained small, wealth and connections eclipsed ethnic-
ity or race as the primary indicators of social status on many islands. The 
persistence of such identity politics in Mauritius and Madagascar owed 
much to their specifi c historical circumstances, namely the major infl ux of 
Indian laborers to an already stratifi ed Creole society and the intersection 
of slavery with the Malagasy status system, respectively. Such processes pre-
served and racialized distinctions, as Denis Regnier and Dominique Somda 
note in chapter 11. Yet even in these divided societies, language and cer-
tain cultural aspects provide the basis for pan-islandic identities. Distinc-
tions remain and occasionally create confl ict, but most islands have moved 
toward a certain level of collective identity, especially over the past twenty 
years. This unity in diversity has been achieved based on a public culture 
that emerged from common—if not necessarily shared—histories, defi ned 
by clear borders and reinforced by the tendency of these maritime centers 
to absorb newcomers. The traditional de-emphasis, though not erasure, 
of ethnic or racial identity contrasted sharply with the increasing institu-
tionalization of racial differences imposed by European colonialism on the 
continent, and would prove shocking to islanders who found equally strict 
delineations were made in most metropoles.

Gradual changes in self-perception were reinforced by the fact that, in 
many cases, islands were by far the most acculturated of African territories. 
Zanzibar and the Comoros refl ected strong Arabic and Islamic infl uences, 
and plantation societies generally became the most Europeanized of the 
African colonies. This owed much to time and extent that extra-African 
infl uences wielded preponderant power on these islands. As Tony Hodges 
and Malyn Newitt have said of São Tomé, “no other area was so early and 
for so long exposed to European settlement and plantation capitalism,” but 
much the same could be said of the majority of Africa’s plantation islands, 
or even of Arabian trade and religious traditions in Zanzibar.49 So too did 
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the self-consciously European plantation culture take root so fi rmly during 
the colonial period in the Mascarenes that August Toussaint has argued 
that foreign attitudes, manners, and even architecture had fully taken hold 
of society by 1789, at least at the elite level: “Few other trading posts in 
the Indian Ocean were as completely European as [St. Denis in Réunion 
and Port Louis in Mauritius].”50 As a result, outside infl uence became par-
ticularly ingrained in many of these islands, fueling foreign attachments 
and providing justifi cations for empires. As a result, Réunion and even 
the Muslim-majority island of Mayotte, for example, continue to envision 
themselves as extensions of France, maintaining ties to a distant metropolis 
that refl ect their self-perceptions vis-à-vis the continent and their ambitions 
for future socioeconomic development.

While these fi nal two examples are perhaps extreme, this blurring of 
racial and cultural distinctions has allowed islanders to lay claim not sim-
ply to a geographical and cultural identity as Africans, but also to assert 
membership in broader and more powerful political constellations. In the 
Creole islands this took the form most commonly of claims to European 
identity. In Cabo Verde, for instance, both light- and dark-skinned citizens 
have claimed Portuguese identity in specifi c contexts, a habit that con-
tinued to be noteworthy among island immigrants to New England, con-
sidered black by American custom. They did this not only because of the 
widespread racial mixing that occurred on the islands, but because many 
islanders received special privileges of empire, thereby defi ning themselves 
in opposition to continental Africans who were not Portuguese with vary-
ing levels of ease or comfort. And this phenomenon is not limited to the 
European Creole context, with both Indian and Arab groups attempting 
to parlay once-privileged Indian Ocean positions into continued advan-
tage. Ian Walker argues in this volume that despite affection for France, 
the Comoros have increasingly benefi ted from membership in the Arab 
League, along with participation in the international Organization of 
Islamic Cooperation.51 Semiautonomous Zanzibar also joined the latter 
organization in 1993, but protests from the majority Ch ristian population 
of Tanzania forced an end to this brief association, revealing the extent to 
which cultivating such foreign ties can place islands at odds with mainland 
Africans.

Islanders have thus positioned themselves between worlds. This extra-
African identity has provided benefi ts, but it has also fueled a complex 
relationship with the continent, which was placed under a stark light by 
decolonization. As nations abandoned colonialism and embraced Afri-
can nationalist ideologies, islanders had to grapple with their historic 
roles as intermediaries and possessors of “in-between” cultures. A sense of 
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alienation fueled Cabral’s revolutionary ideology, but so too did it produce 
the eventual collapse of his binational vision for Cabo Verde. As with politi-
cal leaders, cultural producers have also grappled with this reality of being 
both of and distinct from Africa, including the Cabo Verdean Cesária 
Évora, Francisco Tenreiro of São Tomé, and Bi Kidude in Tanzania. Yet 
for every Kidude who fi nds her voice in the intersection of Afr ican and 
Arab t radition, there are others like Cabr al whose ultimate goal of rec-
onciling island cosmopolitanism with African nationalism has been frus-
trated. The inward-looking ideology of the nation-state has clashed with 
the outward gaze of island societies and led to the targeting of their poly-
glot societies as vestiges of imperialism, especially in offshore areas. This 
has manifested not only in Guinea-Bissau’s split from Cabo Verde, but also 
in the anti-Indian and anti-Arab violence that has occurred on Zanzibar 
and the subjugation of Bubi of Bioko by Fang mainlanders. These tensions 
between traditions of cosmopolitanism and African nationalism have pro-
vided unique pressures that have simultaneously pulled islands toward the 
continent while reinforcing a sense of distinction from it.

The ambiguous positions of contemporary islands are especially appar-
ent in issues of migration. Islands have, like their mainland counterparts, 
experienced growing populations in the last thirty years, but limited 
opportunities for social advancement born from their small, often precari-
ous economies have encouraged emigrations. Flows have often followed 
historic pathways, using diasporas produced by maritime and imperial 
traditions to facilitate a consistent exchange of peoples primarily with 
non-African states. As Michael Lambek notes in his chapter on Mayotte, 
fi nancial remittances from emigrants to Europe and other more economi-
cally successful states, along with the related ideas of exodus and return, 
have become central to island identities. While these ideas have historic 
precedents, it is worth noting that decolonization and the shift from sea 
to air travel has affected historic patterns of migration. Immigration in the 
Indian Ocean region has especially pushed the limits of insular traditions 
of incorporating new peoples, notably in the hostile treatment of Como-
rians in Madagascar and Mayotte. While past and current ties to interna-
tional networks have continued to offer islanders successful avenues for 
migration, there is no doubt that the shift from empire to nation-states 
has challenged the traditions of cosmopolitanism central to Africa’s insular 
histories.

Yet it is worth noting that, despite the occasional tensions that have 
been created by these political shifts, Africa’s independent islands have 
largely defi ned their national identities in ways that contrast with their con-
tinental neighbors. Much of African history and historiography over the 
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past fi ve decades has been dedicated to engineering national unity based 
in large part on the creation of a mythic—and sometimes contested—ori-
gin identity, often defi ned as predating or opposing colonialism. To be 
sure, these social constructs operate with varying levels of importance on 
African islands, including the central role of a common Malagasy ances-
try in Madagascan nationalism, mythic Comorian references to Arabic and 
Portuguese origins, and the popularity of Rei Amador’s slave revolt in São 
Tomé. Yet many islands have chosen a different path, especially those Cre-
ole cultures whose history began with foreign colonization and has since 
refl ected a regular infl ux of new peoples. They have found greater suc-
cess engineering unity through appeals to widely cosmopolitan identities. 
In this process, most island states have embraced a complex nationalism. 
A unity in diversity has arisen based on shared cultural elements and goals, 
with common language offering a key component in the creation of a 
pan-islandic identity. This cosmopolitan nationalism, combined with the 
profi table historical and ethnic ties to wealthy nations, has helped Africa’s 
island states claim disproportionately stable political and social relation-
ships despite common problems of ecological limitations, economic frailty, 
and population pressure.

Structure of the Volume

While it is impossible to assemble in one volume a comprehensive overview 
of Africa’s islands, we have made an attempt to refl ect both the diversity of 
island experiences and the common themes that bind them together. We 
have done so by replicating the oceanic approaches that have so far best 
integrated these islands into African history, ordering the chapters so that 
they build on each other while highlighting parallels that exist across the 
continental divide. Part 1: Atlantic Ocean Islands offers a multidisciplinary 
exploration of African islands. The fi rst three chapters in this section focus 
on the intersection of economics and identity in the long history of Africa’s 
islands. Germán Santana Pérez focuses on the Canaries, a Spanish terri-
tory that played a key role in opening the African continent to Europe-
ans, but has since continued to seek economic relevance by linking the two 
continents through tourism and the distribution of aid. This history, which 
stretches from the fi fteenth century to today, challenges the chronological 
boundaries of the dominant Atlantic World scholarship, while highlighting 
how Canarians have juggled contested European and African identities as 
a way of staying afl oat in an economically turbulent world. In contrast, Ger-
hard Seibert focuses on São Tomé and Príncipe’s struggle to move beyond 
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its colonial commodity economy. At the leading edge of sugar and cocoa 
production during the colonial period, attempts to exploit its offshore oil 
resources have demonstrated the limitations of relying on the expertise 
and cooperation of nearby states competing in the same global markets. 
In this way, it pushes African scholars to consider how the economics of 
minor states have been infl uenced not just by foreign empires, but by more 
powerful neighbors that have adopted the mantles of regional hegemon. 
Joshua Forrest moves closer inland to examine the social-military history 
of Guinea-Bissau’s Canhabac Island, which demonstrates that even success-
ful resistance to conquest has not prevented islands from integrating into 
wider international networks.

The next set of chapters in this section looks closer at the way the compli-
cated legacies of imperialism have infl uenced the political cultures of Afri-
can islands. Enrique Okenve’s chapter on the Equatorial Guinean island of 
Bioko asserts that the Bubi people, who built their autonomous society at 
the peripheries of the continent, found themselves increasingly marginal-
ized as their island became important for foreigners, fi rst as an imperial 
administrative center and more recently in the twentieth and twenty-fi rst 
centuries as the seat for a postcolonial government dominated by main-
land interests. In so doing, he provides a stark example of how postcolonial 
states often inverted the ethnic politics of the colonial period, unleashing 
the animosity of peoples considered by imperial powers as more “Afri-
can” and less acculturated. For Michael Ugarte, Equatorial Guinea—and 
indeed similar mainland states—are examples of the literary concept of the 
“repeating island.” International and domestic structures maintain experi-
ences of subjugation, isolation, and penetration despite the political trans-
formations launched by decolonization and globalization, simply gaining 
a new master equally focused on retaining power through domestic divi-
sion. Ashley Jackson’s chapter evaluates the role of Africa’s coastal waters, 
ports, and islands during the Second World War and describes the military 
activity that took place there. In doing so, it offers a unique account of the 
continent’s strategic importance in a global confl ict. Linguist Carla D. Mar-
tin concludes the section by arguing that a unique Cabo Verdean identity 
depends greatly on its Creole language, which has been formalized not in 
an African context but through connection with schools for expatriates in 
the United States. As in Equatorial Guinea, the experience of Cabo Verde 
demonstrates that, for many African states, the adoption of a singular iden-
tity remains deeply intertwined with international trends that go beyond 
historical colonialism.

Part 2: Indian Ocean Islands moves to the other side of the continent 
to consider the diversity of experiences on Africa’s eastern coast. Edward 
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Alpers begins the section by considering a general classifi cation of Indian 
Ocean islands discussed above. He fi nds that the strong, constantly chang-
ing ties of the Indian world operated with increasing strength as one 
approaches shore, while the neat segregation of oceanic spheres breaks 
down as one considers the African infl uence on more distantly related 
islands facilitated primarily by global European empires. In contrast with 
this metanarrative, William Bissell considers Indian Ocean connections in 
his case study of songstress Bi Kidude and the changing economics of Zan-
zibar. He fi nds that Kidude’s famed interpretations of taarab and unyago 
music emerged from the cosmopolitan space of the monsoon-driven dock 
life that has increasingly evolved into a tourist destination, revealing  in 
concrete  terms the tendency toward transculturation and adaptation in lit-
toral societies spread along the Swahili coast.

Next, Richard Allen considers how multidirectional labor migrations 
tied the Mascarene islands of Mauritius and Réunion to Africa and the 
wider Indian Ocean World. In so doing, he reveals in microcosm how the 
massive movement of peoples reshaped and expanded the diversity of the 
continent’s ocean-looking population. Jeremy Prestholdt’s chapter fi nds 
that nineteenth-century Zanzibar became an economic and social nexus 
that linked East Africa to global consumer trends that stretched beyond 
the Indian Ocean to Europe and the Americas, inspiring Zanzibaris to 
use the display of imported goods to both defi ne and challenge local hier-
archies. The legacy of slavery in Madagascar provides the subject for the 
contribution from Denis Regnier and Dominique Somda, who explore 
the contested meanings of this sometimes stigma in local societies. Iain 
Walker provides an engaging study of the Comoros from the dawn of Euro-
pean exploration to the present. He fi nds the archipelago experienced 
four distinct eras defi ned by shifting foreign alignments over the last 500 
years, offering conclusions about the bounded agency of islanders. Finally, 
Michael Lambek considers France’s Indian Ocean outpost of Mayotte. He 
fi nds that the full integration of the island into the metropolitan state has 
promoted noticeable social change and “intranational” migration, as evi-
denced by a number of women who used travel to advance their autonomy.

Ultimately, one of the key goals of this volume is to move African islands 
away from the margins. We hope the volume navigates the intricacies of 
these insular histories and cultures to create a compelling case for under-
standing these maritime spaces on their own terms. Yet, we must also reit-
erate the fact that one cannot disconnect African islands from the larger 
fi eld of African studies. The histories of the continent’s islands emphasize 
the profound signifi cance of the movement of ideas, people, and commod-
ities over space and time. Thus, scholars of continental Africa would do 
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well to recognize the importance of these small landmasses as both arbiters 
and witnesses of change, and dynamic spaces worthy of comparative study 
in a meaningful way.
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